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FOREWORD

This handbook on Mediterranean Ports was developed

as part of an ongoing effort at the Atmospheric Direc-

torate, Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Laboratory

(NOARL), Monterey, to create products for direct appli-

cation to Fleet Operations. The research was conducted

in response to Commander Naval Oceanography Command

(COMNAVOCEANCOM) requirements validated by the Chief of

Naval Operations (OP-096).

As mentioned in the preface, the Mediterranean

region is uilque in that several areas exist where

local winds -:an cause dangerous operating conditions.

This handbook will provide the ship's captain with

assistance in making decisions regarding the disposi-

tion of his ship when heavy winds and seas are encoun-

tered or forecast at various port locations.

Readers are urged to submit comments, suggestions

for changes, deletions and/or additions to Naval Ocean-

ography Command Center (NAVOCEANCOMCEN), Rota with a
copy to the oceanographer, COMSIXTHFLT. They will then

be passed on to NOARL, Monterey for review and incorpo-
ration as appropriate. This document will be a dynamic

one, changing and improving as more and better informa-

tion is obtained.

* Cc'For

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS I -

The support of the sponsors -- Naval Oceanography "

Command, Stennis Space Center, MS: and Fleet Numerical

Oceanography Center, Monterey, CA (Program Element

O&M,N) -- is gratefully acknowledged.
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PORT INDEX

The following is a tentative prioritized list of
Mediterranean Ports to be evaluated during the five-year period
1988-92, with ports grouped by expected year of the port study's
publication. This list is subject to change s dcitated by
circumstances and periodic review. Computerized versions of these
port guides are available for those ports with an asterisk (;).
Contact the Atmospheric Directorate, NOARL, Monterey or NOCC Rota
for IBM compatable floppy disk copies.

NO. PORT 1991 PORT

*1 GAETA, ITALY *32 TARANTO, ITALY
*2 NAPLES, ITALY *33 TANGIER, MOROCCO
*3 CATANIA, ITALY *34 BENIDORM, SPAIN
*4 AUGUSTA BAY, ITALY 35 ROTA, SPAIN
*5 CAGLIARI, ITALY 36 LIMASSOL, CYPRUS
*6 LA MADDALENA, ITALY 37 LARNACA, CYPRUS
7 MARSEILLE, FRANCE 38 ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT
8 TOULON, FRANCE 39 PORT SAID, EGYPT
9 VILLEFRANCHE, FRANCE SOUSSE, TUNISIA

10 MALAGA, SPAIN SFAX, TUNISIA
11 NICE, FRANCE TUNIS, TUNISIA
12 CANNES, FRANCE BIZERTE, TUNISIA
!2 MCNACO SOUDA BAY, CRETE
14 ASHDOD, ISRAEL VALETTA, MALTA
15 HAIFA, ISRAEL PIRAEUS, GREECE
16 BARCELONA, SPAIN
17 PALMA, SPAIN 1992 PORT
18 IBIZA, SPAIN
19 POLLENSA BAY, SPAIN KALAMATA, GREECE
20 LIVORNO, ITALY CORFU, GREECE
21 LA SPEZIA, ITALY KITHIRA, GREECE
22 VENICE, ITALY THESSALONIKI, GREECE
23 TRIESTE, ITALY

*24 CARTAGENA, SPAIN DELAYED INDEFINITELY
*25 VALENCIA, SPAIN
*26 SAN REMO, ITALY ALGIERS, ALGERIA
*27 GENOA, ITALY ISKENDERUN, TURKEY
*28 PORTO TORRES, ITALY IZMIR, TURKEY
*29 PALERMO, ITALY ISTANBUL, TURKEY
*30 MESSINA, ITALY ANTALYA, TURKEY
*31 TAORMINA, ITALY GOLCUK, TURKEY

iv



PREFACE

Environmental phenomena such as strong winds,
high waves, restrictions to visibility and thunderstorms
can be hazardous to critical Fleet operations. The cause
and effect of several of these phenomena are uniqae to
the Mediterranean region and some prior knowledge of
their characteristics would be helpful to ship's
captains. The intent of this publication is to provide
guidance to the captains for assistance in decision
making.

The Mediterranean Sea region is an area where
complicated topographical features influence weather
patterns. !ctabatic "inds will flow through restricted
mountain gaps or valleys and, as a result of the venturi
effect, strengthen to storm ntens/ty in a short period
of time. As these winds exit and flow over port regions
and coastU! areas, anchored ships with large 'sail areas'
may be blown aground. Also, hazardous sea state
conditions are created, posing a danger for small boats
ferrying personnel to and from port. At the same time,
adjacent areas may be relatively calm. A glance at
current weather charts may not always reveal the causes
for these local effects which vary drastically from point
to point.

Because of the irregular coast line and numerous
islands in the Mediterranean, swell can be refracted
around such barriers and come from directions which vary
greatly with the wind. Anchored ships may experience
winds and seas from one direction and swell from a
different direction. These conditions can be extremely
hazardous for tendered vessels. Moderate to heavy swell
may also propagate outward in advance of a storm
resulting in uncomfortable and sometimes dangerous
conditions, especially during tending, refueling and
boating operations.

This handbook addresses the various weather
conditions, their local cause and effect and suggests
some evasive action to be taken if necessary. Most of
the major ports in the Mediterranean will be covered in
the handbook. A priority list, established by the Sixth
Fleet, exists for the port studies conducted and this
list will be followed as closely as possible in terms of
scheduling publications.

V
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1. GENERAL GUIDANCE

1.1 DESIGN

This handbook is designed to prcvide ship

captains with a ready reference on hazardous weather and

wave conditions in selected Mediterranean harbors.
Section 2, the captain's summary, is an abbreviated
version of section 3, the general information section

intended for staff planners and meteorologists. Once
section 3 has been read, it is not necessary to read

section 2.

1.1.1 Objectives

The basic objective is to provide sblp captains
with a concise reference of hazards to ship activities

that are caused by environmental conditions in various
Mediterranean harbors, and to offer suggestions for

precautionary and/or evasive actions. A secondary

objective is to provide adequate background information

on such hazards so that operational forecasters, or other

interested parties, can quickly gain the local knowledge

that is necessary to ensure high quality forecasts.

1.1.2 Approach

Information on harbor conditions and hazards was
accumulated in the following manner:

A. A literature search for reference material
was performed.

B. Cruise reports were reviewed.
C. Navy personnel with current or previous area

experience were interviewed.
D. A preliminary report was developed which

included questions on various local con-
ditions in specific harbors.

E. Port/harbor visits were made by NOARLW
personnel; considerable information was
obtained through interviews with local
pilots, tug masters, etc: and local referenc-
material was obtained.

F. The cumulative information was reviewed,

combined, and condensed for harbor studies.
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1.1.3 Organization

The Handbook contains two sections for each

harbor. The first section summarizes harbor conditions

and is intended for use as a quick reference by ship

captains, navigators, inport/at sea OOD's, and other

interested personnel. This section contains:

A. a brief narrative summary of environmental

hazards,

B. a table display of vesspl location/situation,

potential environmental hazard, effect-pre-

auti-nazy/evasion actions, and advance

indicators of potential environmental

hazards,

C. local wind wave conditions, and

D. tables depicting the wave conditions result-

ing from propagation of deep water swell into

the harbor.
The swell propagation information includes percent

occuirence, average duration, and the period of maximum

wave energy within height ranges of greater than 3.3 feet

and greater than 6.6 feet. The details on the generation

of sea and swell information are provided in Appendix A.

The second section contains additional details and

background information on seasonal hazardous conditions.

This section is directed to personnel who have a need for

additional insights on environmental hazards and related

weather events.

1.2 CONTENTS OF SPECIFIC HARBOR STUDIES

This handbook specifically addresses potential

wind and wave related hazards to ships operating in

various Mediterranean ports utilized by the U.S. Navy.

It does not contain general purpose climatology and/or

comprehensive forecast rules for weather conditions of a

more benign nature.

The contents are intended for use in both pre-
visit plznning and in oltu problem solving by either

mariners or environmentalists. Potential hazards related

to both weather and waves are addressed. The
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oceanographic information includes some rather unique

information relating to deep water swell propagating into

harbor shallow water areas.

Emphasis is placed on the hazards relatedo

wind, wind waves, and the propagation of deep water swell

into the harbor areas. Various ves-e

locations/situations are considered, including moored,

nesting, anchored, arriving/departing, and small boat

operations. The potential problems and sugqested pre-

cautionary/evasive actions for various combinations :,f

environmental threats and vessel locationsituatio are

provided. Local indicators of environmental hazards and

possible evasion techniques are summarized for various

scenarios.

CAUTIONARY N a: In September 1985 Hurricane Gloria raked

the Norfolk, VA area while several US Navy ships were

anchored on the muddy bottom of Chesapeake Bay. One
important fact was revealed during this incident: Most

all ships frigate size and larger dragged anchor, some
more than others, in winds of over 50 knots. As winds and

waves Increased, ships 'fell Into' the wave troughs,

BROADSIDE TO THE WIND and become difficult or impossible

to control.

This was a rare instance in which several ships

of recent design were exposed to the same storm and much

effort was put into the documentation of lessons learned.

Chief among the was tUjc suggestion to evade at sea

rather than remain anchored at port whenever winds of

such intensity were forecast.

1-3
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2. CAPTAIN'S SUMMARY

The City of Benidorm is located on the Costa Blanca

(White Coast) of Spain south of Valencia and north of Cartagena

(Figure 2-1)

FRANCE IT. A-

osARI7 GULF
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Figure 2 wetrreitraenSa
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The Port of Benidorm is located at 380 321N 00 8'W (Figure

2-2). The coastline is situated east-west at this point and the

Bay of Benidorm is open to the south.
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Figure 2-2. Costa Blanca on Spain's east coast.
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The Port of Benidorm consists only of an unnamed breakwater

pier and a small yacht harbor behind the pier (Figure 2-3). There

are no berths in Benidorm and U.S. Navy ships anchor out.
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Figure 2-3. Bay of Benidorm.
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The non-carrier anchorage is approximately 750 yards (685 m)

southwest of the end of the breakwater pier in depths of 65 to 80

feet (20 - 25 m). Holding ground is mud and seaweed. Carrier

anchorage is 2200 yards (2013 m) south-southwest of the other

anchorage in depths of 105 to 115 feet (32 - 35 m). Holding

ground is sandy. Fleet landing is on the north side of the pier

near the yacht harbor and is well protected.

The port is somewhat protected by mountains to the north and

west and by hills to the northeast through east-southeast. It is

open to winds from the southwest, south and southeast. The an-

chorage areas are similarly exposed with additional exposure to

easterly winds, especially at the carrier anchorage. Although the

port is not exposed to easterly winds, easterly swell will tra-

verse along the coastline and be felt at the breakwater pier.

Easterly swell will also affect both anchorage areas. The east-

erly wind, known as the Levante, can occur anytime of the year

but is stronger in winter and early spring. A summertime Levante

often seems as strong as a winter Levante due to enhancement by

the afternoon sea breeze.

Because the Bay of Benidorm is exposed to the south, the

must troublesome condition is the southwesterly (Vendaval) to

southeasterly (Scirocco) wind. These winds precede cold fronts

which usually occur in the cooler months. Scirocco winds occur a

few times a year and may be accompanied by the 'red rain', dust

mixed in \.ith the rain drops. This rain/dust mixture can seep

Into unprotected equipment vents, doors, etc.

Mistral winds occur as northeasterlies between mainland

Spain and the Balearic Islands. Because of the configuration of

the Bay of Benidorm, Mistral effects are minimized and only

moderate easterly winds and/or long period swell are felt in the

Bay.
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Table 2-1. Summary of hazardous environmental cond'tions for the port of

HAZARDOUS CONDITION INDICATORS OF Pq)TENTIAL HAZARD VESSEL LOCA'IJON/ EfFECT
SITUATION AFFECTED

1. Levarlte ind5'wave5 - I lyNE'ly winds 4avarce wrrc.q a'' vau

wtccr farn is r waves at ancoor-ase. A low NE yr PNE swei I car be ocervpd 1.
+ tiurs ?-~a t rooqest is 5,inter r ad~ance of wind Onset alil ong t
and sprr,,. w irue-,&z 1ba is soultt t, tre Eiavo

*Caused b, A-c',e5 rigS extending into strrno Levante vinds Can be e~oe.:toc at t, E
Stain or with lov pressure system tc aqchC-ane;.
tIe south of the B6learic, islands.
i n cocb! seavr, usuallI copne '. on i: s
b' low clzvfo and rair.
Pi tE' SE'i 3ev ante will Oftes precede
cid vTonts ir winterjearlv spring.

2.Vendaval winds - Sw' ly to W ly Advance warning 1, 3. e'urPs
widrwhchprcee ol fons.wAny cold front approaching Spain's east costfoc L-

*Can be gale force (34 ti. 47 kt) from the west has the potential to caui strona 4 snteln'
with well defined cold front. Vendlaval winds. Note that fronts will weaken asAGOa
*Largest wave heights come from they approach, coast but will intensify after the a,
southerly direction due to large passing toe coast and interacting with the lee dfe t
fetch. trough.

21 Arriving/Departing. :a, do. ca;,:

.3) Small boats. (a, Boating t.

winds w.
#Winds (-

casing
# A preoa-

due tz,
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f~inental conditions for the Port of Benidorm, Spain.

VESSEL LOCATION/ EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS
,::PUATION AFFECTED

r( 19. 3 At(~ofrar, cotucdssae a anchc ,ages ea% folce
tk.Lzt Lrnotect a'. sea " spp stseiter.
*i so t ic.nQ ttch t,-Da E arc Kh, 6 tc, ! , toot 2-3.; iii
swel co V:5sclL see wistt winds of only 20 kt.

2
to 35 itainds wittS rainshnywrs can last off and on fr

2 cr 4 davs.

A' s2eu'u'.'8' Use caston on depa'tiure to t', esu as fSigh eavs n - b
o.ountorud 11j UL the end of tonta de la Escaleta.

a:. b~s.a oat runs tro frog anchcrages ma., be curtailed.
Wi~nds car, ranpe direction quitkly, especially In, winter,
causing wacec to cross at danq;,ous angles to the winds and
create hazardous conditions to small boats.
*During summer ieyantE, afternoon sea breeze Can enhance aind

speeds. Morning ruins Oshuld be scheduled.

1 4-norages. a3 In extremely rare cases high windsiwaves at anchoragesma
force ships to potect at sea.
# Intense Vendaval episodes are usually of short dsration (3-6 hrst.
* A more sostherly Vendaval direction will bring higher waves to
tbe anchorages than will southwesterly or westerly fendavals
dse to fetch distances.

Arriving/Departing. c& Use caution if anchoring duin frontal passage. Winds can e
westerly. cile waves are southerly.

Small boats. (a) Boating will usually be affected.
fRuns to/from the anchorages may be curtailed die to hazardous
ainds/vaves at the anchorage.

0 Winds can change direction quickly, especiall) in winber,
causing caves to cross at dangerous angles to the winds.
fA previous summer incident stranded crew ashore for 72 hours,
due to 25 to 30 kt winds.



Table 2-1 (continued)

HAZARDOUS CONDITION INDICATORS OF POTENTIAL HAZARD VESSEL LOCATION! EFFECT

3, Mistral wind/waves - Swell from Advance warning ! ~ en a,
a Mistral event inthe Goulf of Lion eA strcn6 Mi'a eve,,, 40' it) in the
can extend southeaird, arriving as an 6,11f cf Licr will nrormalr prcdure s5:65t
easterly swell in the Bay of Benidorm. swell in the Benidorm area see the
* Mistral outbreaks occur most frequently Severe Weather Guide for Marseille or

in late winter and early spring. Toulon for details i.
#In rare cases t1-2 times a year,,
strong easterly (25+ kt) Mistral
winds will be felt in the Benidors
area.

I ore sliter Q-3 times per year,,2 'raoIn'ct
long-period (15 sec) easterly
swell, with or without the wind,
will affect the anchorage area.

Swell is ussaily less than C feet.

13 Saal icats. ka Kcati

# PurO
hazc

caul
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It. inued)I

SSEL LOCATION/ EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS

' AriON AFFECTED

a Swell will more Llel be a problem than wind.
* Between the coast and lbn:a, tfe wind and swell are froo
the northeast, The swell *efracts around the coaitine,
arriving as an easterly sveli. Hfig terrair causes the wind
to also become easterly as in crosses the Bay. Long period
(15 sec! swell Ia cause excessive motion on ships with
critical response characteristics.

vcr, q/Depa~tznn. (a' Use caution on departure toward the north or east as the
mistral will have minimal effect in the while h1 aves
will be enperoenced once clear of Cabo de San Antonio.

zu . c.ats. Ca) boatingoperations Yill be minimally affected.
* Runs tolfrom the outer anchorage may be curtailed due to
hazardous winds and or swell at the anchorage.

4 Winds can change direction quickly, especially in winter,
causing waves to cross at dangerous angles to the winds
and create hazardous conditions.



SEASONAL SUMMARY OF WEATHER CONDITIONS

(Much of this information adapted from Brody and Nestor, 1960).

WINTER (November thru February):

* Levante wind (easterly) can precede cold front or occur

when low is south of Balearics.
* Easterly swell can occur with or without the wind and

affect the anchorage areas.
* Vendaval (southwesterly) may follow the Levante. Both

winds can be in 30-35 kt range.

* Most common wind direction in winter is westerly, 15 kt

occasionally 30 kt. Fetch is limited, waves minimal.

SPRING (March thru May):

* Early spring similar to winter. Sea breezes occur on

warm days.
* Increase in Levante occurrences but a decrease in average

wind speed.
* Thunderstorms start occurring in April, 1-2 per month.

SUMMER (June thru September):

* 50% of winds from northeast to southeast.

* Moderate sea breeze daily occurrence.

* Thunderstorms possible throughout summer, 1-2

occurrences per month with infrequent gusts to 45 kt.

AUTUMN (October):

* Short transition season as winter weather returns by end

of month.

* Thunderstorms occur 2-3 times in October.

NOTE: For more detailed information on hazardous weather condi-

tions see previous Summary Table in this section and Hazardous
Weather Summary in Section 3.
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3. GENlER.AL INFORMATIoN

The information in this section is 1ntended for fleet

meteorologists/ocEznographers and staff planners. Paragraph 3.5

provides a general discussion of winds and weather and Table 3-1

presents a s'!:~nry '-f hazarods and actions ty !5eas'n.

3.1 Geographiz Location

The city of Benidorm is located on the Costa Blanca

(White Coast) of Spain south of Valencia and north of Cartagena

(Figure 3-1).
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3. GENE.RAL. INFORMATION

The information in this section is intended for fleet

meteorologists/oceanographers and staff plannezs. Paragraph 3.5

provides a general discussion of winds and weather and Table 3-i

presents a summary of hazards and actions by season.

3.1 Geographic Location

The city of Benidorm is located on the Costa Blanca

(White Coast) of Spai1n south of Valen~cia and north of Cartagena

(Figure 3-1).
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The Port of Benidorm is located at 380 32'N 00 8'W (Figure

3-2). The coastline is situated east-vest at this point and the

Bay of Benidorm is open to the south.
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Figure 3-2. rl- Blanca on Spain's east coart.
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The Port of Benidorm consists only of an unnamed breakwater
pier and a small yacht harbor behind the pier (Figure 3-3). There
are no berths in Benidorm and U.S. Navy ships anchor out. Beni-
dorm is a popular resort city and the population quadruples
during the summer months, peaking in August.
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3.2 qualitative Eyaution 2 the Port ofL Benidorm

The non-carrier anchorage is approximately 750 yards (685 m)

southwest of the end of the breakwater pier in depths of 65 to 80

feet (20 to 25 m). Holding ground is mud and seaweed. Carrier

anchorage is 2200 yards (2013 m) south-southwest of the other

anchorage in depths of 105 to 115 feet (32 to 35 m). Holding

ground is sandy.

Fleet landing is on the north side of the pier near the

yacht harbor. The pier extends toward the southwest and is well

protected by a high, rocky breakwater on the seaward side

(FICEURLANT, 1985).

The port is somewhat protected by mountains to the north and

west and by hills to the northeast through east-southeast. It is

open to winds from the southwest, south and southeast. The an-

chorage areas are similarly exposed but with additional exposure

to easterly winds, especially at the carrier anchorage. Although

the port is not exposed to easterly winds, easterly swell will

traverse along the coastline and be felt at the breakwater pier.

Easterly swell will also affect both anchorage areas. The east-

erly wind, known as the Levante, can occur anytime of the year

but is stronge- in winter and early spring. A summertime Levante

often seems as strong as a winter Levante due to enhancement by

the afternoon sea breeze. Because the Bay of Benidorm is exposed

to the south, the most troublesome conditions are southwesterly

to southeasterly winds. These winds precede cold fronts which

usually occur in the cooler months.
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3.3 urrents and Tides

As with other east coast ports of Spain, currents and tides

are negligible.

3.4 Visibility

Visibility is normally good. In the late winter and early

spring months morning fog will occasionally reduce visibility to

a mile or so, but is usually 5 miles by late morning or noon. On

that rare occasion when visibility is reduced to zero, it will

occur in the early morning and last only an hour or two.

3.5 Wind and Weather

Benicorm is situated in an area dominated by generally good

weather year-round. The area normally will not feel the full

effects of Mediterranean wind regimes such as the Mistral, Po-

niente, and Levante. The Vendaval (southwesterly; and the Sciroc-

co (southeasterly) are the only two winds which are felt with

full force at Benidorm. Although the Levante occurs in all

months, the port is protected from its full strength. The

following paragraphs discuss these winds and their effects on the

Port on Benidorm. Except where noted, this information is

adapted from Brody and Nestor, 1980.

3.5.1 Levante

The Levante is an easterly or northeasterly wind that occurs

in an area from the coast of southern France to west of the

Strait of Gibraltar. It can occur as a result of several differ-

ent weather patterns. The most typical situation is when the

Azores High extends northeastward over Spain and southern France.

With a large anticyclone over western Europe and relatively low

pressure over the western Mediterranean, the Levante will be

widespread. The Levante will also precede the arrival of a cold
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front from the Atlantic during the cool season (November through

April), when a lee depression or trough forms in the region off

the coast of Spain. A third situation is when an intense cyclone

is south of the Balearics. A gale force Levante can be expected

along the east coast of Spain. These storms can, in rare in--

sl nces, be extremely destructive causing widespread floodin and

wind damaqe. Another pattern which results in the Levante is when

a migratory low moves eastward in southern Spain to a position

near the Greenwich Meridian. In this case gale northeasterlies

can be expected off the east coast of Spain as far east as Ibiza.

Levante wind speeds in the Benidorm area are usually moder-

ate (I to 20 kt) and speeds greater than 33 kt are rare. rlima-

tology 5tatistics shown that winds from the eastern quadrant

occur 20 to 30 percent of the time in cooler months and '0 to 60

percent of the time in the warmer months. Because the Bay of

Beridorm is open to the south and high terrain is located to the

east, the port and beach area of Benidorm is protected from the

Levante. The anchorage area, however, is somewhat more exposed

and not as well protected. Swell waves can come into the port

area because they refract around and along the coast, even though

the open sea Levante is northeasterly. Again, the anchorage area

is more exposed than the port area. In warmer months, the after-

noon sea breeze can enhance the Levante winds resulting in wind

speeds of 20 to 25 kt.

3.5.2 Vendaval

Vendaval winds are southwesterlies which p cold fronts

and are most likely to occur in the cool season with gale force

intensity (34 to 47 kt). Precipitation usually accompanies the

Vendaval/cold front system but can be delayed by as much as 12

hours after the onset of the Vendaval.
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Strong southwesterly to westerly winds are common during the

cool season along the Costa Blanca. The synoptic situation pro-

ducing these winds is characterized by an intensifying high

pressure area that lies south of the Azores, with a deep low in

the Atlantic approaching the British Isles and the coast of Eu-

rope, thereby resulting in a steepening pressure gradient between

the high and low. Vendaval winds occur 20 percent of the time

during the non-summer months. However, within the past few years,

a summer-time episode of 25 to 30 kt southwesterlies lasted off

Qnd on for three days. Crew were stranded ashore as 6 to 10 foot

(2 to 3 m) waves forced cancellation of boating.

3.5.3 Poniente

The Poniente wind Is a northwesterly to westerly wind

behind the cold front and usually occurs in the cool season;

however, northwesterlies often occur in other seasons when high

pressure builds in from the Atlantic. Consequently, the Poniente

can be expected year-round with peak frequency and peak intensity

during the cool season. In winter, the Azores High is displaced

southward, resulting in northwesterlies in the Benidorm area

which will last for days. During these episodes, winds will

average 15 kt with peaks to 30 kt. The port area of Benidorm is

protect from westerly and northwesterly winds by high terrain.

Poniente winds occur 20 to 25 percent of the time in the summer

months and 50 to 60 percent of the time the rest of the year.

3.5.4. Scirocco

The Scirocco (southeasterly) wind is not normally strong

in the Benidorm area. However, approximately three times per

year, the Scirocco will bring dust and rain ('red rain') to the

area. These winds normally uccur in the warm sector of cyclones

and/or prior to fronts which extend from the Mediterranean south-

ward to North Africa. The dust laden air picks up moisture as it
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moves northward across the water, arriving in Spain with low

clouds, rain or fog. Temperatures during Scirocco events are warm

in winter and hot in spring and sum. r.

3.5.5. Mistral

The Mistral is a cold, strong northwesterly to north-

northwesterly wind flowing offshore across the entire coast of

the Gulf of Lion, often extending southward along the coast of

Spain (For a complete description of the Mistral, see the Severe

Weather Guide for Marseille or Toulon). Between Spain's east

coast and the Balearic Islands, the Mistral is northeasterly. On

rare occasions, easterly winds reach 25 kt in the Benidorm area.

The immediate port area is protected from Mistral winds by a

mountain to the north of the city. Three to six foot (1 to 2 m)

easterly swell can occur at the anchorage areas during and for

sometime after a strong Mistral episode.

3.6 Seasonal Summary 21 Weather Conditions

The seasonal patterns in the western Mediterranean area will

vary in response to the movement of the Azores High. This high

moves southward during winter, allowing low pressure systems to

move in over Europe. The high builds northward and extends east-

ward over Spain as summer approaches and storms affecting the

western Mediterranean become less frequent; in the middle of

summer they are nearly non-existent. Much of the information in

this section is adapted from Brody and Nestor, 1980.

A. Winter (November through February)

The easterly (Levante) wind is stronger in winter and

spring. It will precede the arrival of cold fronts from the

Atlantic. The prefrontal Levante may turn into a southwesterly

wind (Vendaval) and reach gale force in wintertime. Once the

front has passed, the winds will turn northwesterly (Poniente).
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When there is an intense low south of the Balearic Islands, gale

Levante winds can be expected along Spain's entire eastern coast.

The most common wind direction in winter is from the west

and northwest, both of which have little impact on Benidorm.

These winds can last for days, averaging 10 to 15 knots with

occasional peaks to 25 kt. Because of fetch limitations, high

seas usually do not hamper operations.

Below freezing temperatures are rare. No long-term weather

records are available for Benidorm. However, Valencia, located on

the coast to the north, averages only two days per year (usually

in February) where the temperature drops below freezing. Valen-

cia's record minimum is 190F (-70C) and could, if combined with

high winds, cause hazardous wind chill.

Precipitation amounts are typical of the Mediterranean

climate. Valencia's yearly total is about 15 inches per year and

40 percent of it is recorded during September, October and Novem-

ber. It is likely that Benidorm's precipitation amounts are

similar.

B. Spring (March through May)

Springtime in the western Mediterranean is noted for

periods of stormy winter-like weather alternating with false

starts of summer. Temperatures are warming, and storm events are

decreasing in both strength and frequency. Sea breezes begin to

occur on warm days. Thunderstorms appear in April.

C. Sume (June through September)

Summers are characterized by the almost constant light to

moderate wind. Both the Levante and the Poniente are common in

summer, although neither is very intense. Temperatures are warm

with record maximums over 100OF (380C). Precipitation amounts are

minimal until September when the rainy season begins. The sea
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breeze regime is a daily occurrence except when interrupted by

either the Levante or the Vendaval.

Thunderstorms continue to occur throughout summer. Typically

these storms are highlighted by thunder and lightning but with

very little rain and will move from the southwest toward the

northeast offshore, bypassing the city of Benidorm. In rare

instances, gusts to 45 kt and hail will occur.

D. Autumn (October)

The autumn season is a short, transitional period lasting

only for the month of October. By month's end, an abrupt change

to winter-like weather has taken place.

3.7 Local I o Haz o Weather

The following 'forecaster hints' are adapted from Brody and

Nestor, 1980:

* Correct placement of fronts is very difficult in the

western Mediterranean basin due both to the lack of ship

reports and to terrain effects. These problems are

accentuated during the summer when fronts are weakest.

The worst locations in this respect are Spain and the

Balearic Islands. Forecasters should be aware of the lee

trough which develops along the east coast of Spain

during periods of northwesterly flow. There is a tenden-

cy to designate this trough as frontal, instead of

correctly moving the front eastward, out of the region.

* Surface cyclones generally weaken while traversing

Spain, then deepen rapidly when they reach the east

coast of Spain.
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* The strong northwesterlies (see 3.5.3) resulting from

passage of an upper level trough will occur at Zaragoza

(08161) three to six hours before occurring along

Spain's east coast.

3.8 Protective and Mitigating Measures

Local maritime personnel have indicated that protective

measures are needed only on rare occasions. In previous years

some four dozen U.S. Navy ship visits have been made in

Benidorm,usually in the summer months, and no ship has had to

leave port due to weather. The most likely operation to be inter-

rupted is boating. In a strong wind event (or swell from a Le-

vante or Mistral) boating may be hazardous. Normal delays are

measured in hours rather than days, with some rare exceptions.

Within the past few years, a summer-time episode of 25 to 30 kt

southwesterlies lasted off and on for three days. In summer, the

combination of a Levante and an afternoon sea breeze may disrupt

boating. Morning runs should be scheduled if at all possible.

Scirocco rains, averaging three episodes per year, can cause

problems for unprotected equipment. The 'red rain' is caused by

fine dust in the raindrops. The rain/dust can seep through

equipment vents and seams, causing shorts and other malfunctions.

In the rare event of high winds and waves, the closest,

protected harbor is Alicante, to the south.

3.9 Summary of Problems and Actions

Table 3-1 is intended to provide easy-to-use seasonal refer-

ences for meteorologists on ships using the port of Benidorm.

Table 2-1 (Section 2) summarizes Table 3-1 and is intended pri-

marily for use by ship captains.
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Table 3-1. Potential problem situations at the Port of Benidorm,

VESSEL POTENTIAL HAZARD EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS A[

LOCATION/SITUATION

lAnchorages a. Levante Winds/waves - E'Iy/E'I wind a. Anchorages affected more than porthfieet ,arcing area.
affects anchorage area - minimal ffects at Le ante effect minimized due tc terai-n to east of bay.

Occurs yean-rond, fleet landing. However, swell tends to bend around the coastline and
strongest un winter Caused by Azores high extending into Spain will come into the port/fleet landing area. Swell will

and spring. or with a low pressure system to the South be higher at anchorages. In rarE instance of severe

of the Balearic Islands. In the cool season, LeVante, protection car be soutt ir Ahilante, t the
usually accompanued by low clouds and rain. south.
'ly to SE'ly Levanta will often precede cold
fronts in wcnter/early spring.

Ocsurs year-round, b. Vendaval winds - Swcly to W'Ily b. In rare cases, huoh winds and waves at the anChoraOestrongest in winter"
winds which precede cold fronts and areas say force ships to protect at sea. Intense

and spring, are most likely to occur in the cool Vendaval episodes are usually of short duration -3-6 hrs,

season with gale force intensity (30+ and waves do not build to great heights. A more
kt). Precipitation usually accospanies southerly Vendaval direction will bring higher waves
the Vendaval/cold front system but can to the anchorage than will southwest or westerly
be delayed by as much as 12 hours after Vendavals due to fetch distances.
Vendaval wind onset.

Occurs in winter
c. Mistral winds/waves - Swell from c. High swell will likely be more of a problem than will highand sprung.

a mistral event in the Gulf of Lion winds. During the Mistral, offshore, waves and winds will
can extend as far south as eciders, be from the northeast. Winds will not normally affect Bendors

Mistral winds of 25+ kt can occur I or but long period swell (15 sec), bending around the coastline,
2 times per year. More often (2-3 times may cause excessive motion on ships with critical response
per year), swell, with or without the characteristics. Wind chill may be a factor in winter.
wind, will occur. This swell is long
period (15 sec) and is usually less
than 8 ft.
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C

t ons at the Port of Benidorm, Spain - ALL SEASONS

-" 3NARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATION
ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD

a. The Levante can occur with several different weather patterns
ip t? port fleet landing area.

terrain to east of h-. iut in the lost typical situation, it occurs when the Azores High

cc, od the coastline and oteods northeastward over Spain and southern France. Also, the

. neet landing area. Swell will Levante vill precede the arrival of a cold front during the cool

inotance of vere season. In tii case, a lee trough forms in the region of the

-e s.uitgt in Alicante, to the Balearic Islands. At ties, an intense low will form south of the
Balearn:s and gale force (30+ kt) can be expected alone the east
coast of Spain.

A ::,w NE or ENE swell may be observed 12 hours prior to the

levante wind onset, NctE, however, that this swell may be due to a
Mistral in the Suit of Lion and not associated with a Levante.

and waves at the anchorage b. The most intense and frequent Vendaval winds are associated with,

c- ,tect at sea. Intense cold fronts, However, strong southwesterly to westerly wonds car

K .. f furatlon (3-0 On' occur at Benidorm when a high lying south of the Azores trues

great heights. A more to build northward.

,ton will bring higher waves
.Ji sothwest or westerly Any cold front approaching Spain's east coast from the west
s:-.tances. has the potential to cause strong Vendaval winds. Note that

fronts will weaken as they approach the coast but will intensify
once passing the coast and interacting with the lee trough.

*e ore of a problem than will high c. A strong iistral event (40+ At) in the Gulf of Loon will normally

'a), offshore, waves and winds will produce some swell in the Benidorm area (see Severe Weather Guide

c. tinns will not normally affect Benidori for Marseille or Toulon for details).

. 15 sec, bending around the coastline,
s ti on on ships with critical response

may be a factor in winter.



Table 3-i (continued)

VESSEL POTENTIAL HAZARD EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS

LOCATION/SITUATION

2. Arrivinglbeparting a. Levante Winds/waves - 'lyiNE'l wind Caitji.cr ust be used or deo,tu re t: tr. ecust - ,.r.
affects anchorace area - rniumol affect, at T ae ay i ; beccc f'om 1tt wavee tul t -

Occurs year-rcund, fleet landing. the lanr': =helte, wave nei t . - ?.
strongest in winter Caused bv Azores nih extendano into Spair uiohest waes .i! most 1lv e , ro t ENE a--

and string, or with a low pressure svstee to the soutf heazinn !nto coem will '.e cr''e.
of the Baiearut Islands. in the cool seasvr,
usually accompanied by low louds and rain.
Elly to SE'ly Levante will cften precede cold
fronts in winteriealv spring.

Occurs year-round, b. Vendawal winds -Sw'Iy to W'y b. Setting anchors ran be difficz:t curing 'ron '
strongest in winter winds which precede told fronts and passage. Southerly w-nds and vaoec will Precede

and spring, are most likely to occur in the cool front then winds will switch tc westerN an cmcos
season with gale force intensity (30+ the waves at an angle. If the enda i tweec
kt). Precipitation usually accompanies or west. wave, will be it a minrmum b,' v--c wil:
the Vendaval/cold front system but can affect those vessels with large sac) a'ea.
be delayed by as much as 12 hours after
Vendaval wind onset.

Occurs in winter c. Mistral vinds/waves - Swell from c. Winds are usually not strong with a mistral at Bendorm.
ann spring, a mistral event in the Gulf of Lion However, waves outside the harbor can be hazardous. Use

can extend as far south as Benudorm. caution on departure as wave heights increase sharplN

Mistral winds of 25+ kt can occur I or outside land's shelter. A southerly heading after
2 times per year. More often (2-3 times departure will minimize the swell effect while an
per year), swell, with or without the easterly heading will put the swell on the beam. Wind
wind, will occur. This swell is long chill can be a factor in victer.

period (15 sec) and is usually less
than B ft.
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Fritinued)

t SI ACTADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER INFORMATIONABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD

-e eun<, no r. a The Levante can occur with several different weather patterns
i, e ut a-te' DEs" nQ but in the most typical situation, it occurs when the Azores High

-o. o lrumacica> , extends nortreastward over Spain and southern France. Also, the
T r e ENE and .evante will precede the arrival of a cold front during the cool

season, In this case, a jee troucif, fort; in the renion of the
Balearic Islands. At times, an intense low will form soutV of the
Balearics and gale force (30+ kt' can be experted ptong the east
coast of Spain.

A low NE or ENE swell may be observed 12 hours prior to the

Levante wind onset. Note, however, that this swell may be due to a
Mistral in the Gulf of Lion and not associated with a Levante.

idu,inO frontal b. The most intense and frequent Verdaval winds arc ;: -ciated with
.,.es will precede cold fronts. However, strong southwesterly to westerly winds can

westerly and cross occur at Benidore when a high lying south of the Azores tries
- na~al is suthwet to build northward.
.11m but wnds will

:;.I aea. Any cold front approaching Spain's east coast from the west
has the potential to cause strong Vendaval winds. Note that
front- will we in' a, they approach the coast but w,111 intensify

once passing the coast and interacting with the lee trough.

,:tt, a mistral at Benidorm. c. A strong mistral event (40+ kt) in the Gulf of Lion will normally
i-n-, can be hazardous, Use produce some swell in the Benidorm area (see Severe Weather Guide

o e p~cc increase sharply for Marseille or Toulon for details).
heading after

,w i! effect while an

; oll on the beam. Wind



Table 3-1 (continued)

VESSEL POTENTIAL HAZARD EFFECT - PRECAUTIONARY/EVASIVE ACTIONS
LOCATION/S ITJATI ON

3. nail oats a. levante Winds/waves - 'ly/NE'ly wind . Runs tofro n the anchorages ma, e d,-ca cc nuv tc
affects anchorage area - minimal affects at lazardnus fldc'aae t Oc co oge ..n- e nalso

EIcCIrS yea-round, fleet landing. waves ',generaiiy swell will Oe greoter a' cr,
strongest in winter Caused by Azores high extending into Spain anchorages than at fleet iandinc.

and spring, or with a low pressure system to the south
of the Balearic Islands. In the cool season,
usuaill accompanied by low clouds and rain.
Ply to SE'ly Levante wil often precede cold
fronts in winter/early spring.

Occurs year-round, b. Vendaval winds - Sw'ly to W'ly b. Runs to from the anchraoes may e crta.jlc co tc
stronqest in winter winds which precede cold fronts and hazardous winds/waves at te ar anor c at :ec:

and spr;:g, are most likely to occ,, in the cool landing. If Vendaval is soutel expect stronqe, wzno
season with gale force intensity (30+ and waves tho. from southwestel /endava>. W;rds a-
kt). Precipitation usually accompanies change dorection q :klv, especialy or wrter, ca;coo:
the Vendaval/cold front system but can waves to cross at dangerous anges toe wuos arc
be delayed by as much as 12 hours after create hazardous conditions for saa; hcals.
Vendaval wind onset.

Occurs in winter c. Mistral windslwaves - Swell from c. Runs to/from the anchorages may be curtailed due to long
and spring, a mistral event in the Gulf of Lion period swell entering the bay f-om along the coast. On

can extend as far south as Benudorm. departure, windslaves Vil inzease once clear of land's
Mistral winds of 25+ kt can occur I or shelter. Wind chill can be a fa to, on winter.
2 times per year. More often (2-3 times
per year), swell, with or without the

Ind, Vill occur. This swell is long
period (15 sec) and is usually less
than 8 ft.
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W'ASIVE ACTIONS ADVANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER !NFORMATION

ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARD

AN : due to Levant , ar , itt several d:fferent weather pattens
bo4 ;r; he mR- t t ao! S- ;tuat con, it occurs when the Azores Hqih

wlid arctex ends northeastward over Spain and southern France. Also, the

Levante will precede the rrival of a cold front during te cool
season. In this case, a lee trough forts in the region of the

Palearzi Islands. At times, an intense low will form south of the

baiearics and gale force '30+ ktt can be expected along the east

coast cf Spain.

A ow NE or ENE swell lay be observed 12 hours prior to the
tevante wind onset, Note, however, that this swell may be due to a

yks;-ol ir, *5 Gulf of Lion and not associated wti a Levante.

b. The most intense and frequent Vendaval winds are associatec with

at ito- cold fronts. However, strong southwesterly to westerly winds (an

ne io oc(ur at Beridort when a sigh lying south of the Azores tries
sronqer winds to build northward,
F~~_ W:nds can
a ner, w aisan Any oId front approaching Spain's east toast from the 4est

has the potential to cause strong Vendaval winds. Note that

fronts will weaken as the, approach the coast but will intensify

once passing the coast and interacting with the lee trough.

-iaa due to long c. A strong mistral event (40+ kt) in the 6ulf of Lion will normally

ae n st, On produce some swell in the Benidors area (see Severe Weather Guide

7cea, of lard's for Marseille or Toulon for details).
'.a fln'
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APPENDIX A

General Purpose Oceanographic informatiLO

This section provides some general definitions regarding

waves and is extracted from H.O. Pun. No. 603, Practical Met -h -

for Observing and Forecasting Ocean Waves Pierson, Neumann, an1

james, 1955)

Definit ions

Waves that are being generated by local winds are ca'ld
tSEA'. w-ves that have traveled out o:thl qetergtin_: a ir:

known as "SWELL". Seas are chaotic in period, height and jirec-

tion whie swell approaches a simple sine wave pattern as
distance from the generating area increases. An in-between state

exists for a few hundred miles outside the generating area and is

a condition that reflects parts of both of the above definit'ons.

in the Mediterranean area, because its fetches and open se

expanses are limited, SA or IN- BETWEEN conditions will prevail.

The "SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT" is defined as the average value of

the heights of the one-third highest waves. PERiOD and WAVE

LENGT:: refer to the time between passage of, and distances be-
tween, two successive crests on the sea surface. The FREQUENCY

is the reciprocal of the period (f = I/T) therefore as the period
increases the frequency decreases. Waves result from th trans-

fer of energy from the wind to the sea surface. The area over

which the wind blows is known as the FETHi, and the length of

time that the wind has blown is the DURATION. The characteris-

tics of waves (height, length, and period) depend on the dura-

tion, fetch, and velocity of the wind. There is a continuous

generation of small short waves from the time the wind starts

until it stops. With continual transfer of energy from the wind
to the sea surface the waves grow with the older waves leading

the growth and spreading the energy over a greater range of
frequencies. Throughout the growth cycle a SPETRUM of ocean

waves is being developed.

A Beaufort Scale table with related wave effects is shown on

the following page.
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DISTRIBUTION

SNDL

21AI CINCLANTFLT
2 A-3 C INCUSNAVEUR
22A1 COMSECONDFLT
22A3 COMSIXTHFLT
23B3 Special Force Commander EUR
24A1 Naval Air Force Commander LANT
24D1 Surface Force Commander LANT
24E Mine Warfare Command
24G1 Submarine Force Commander LANT
26QQ1 Special Warfare Group LANT
28A1 Carrier Group LANT (2)
28B1 Cruiser-Destroyer Group LANT (2)
28D1 Destroyer Squadron LANT (2)
28JI Service Group and Squadron LANT (2)
28KI Submarine Group and Squadron LANT
28L1 Amphibious Squadron LANT (2)
29AI Guided Missile Cruiser LANT
29B1 Aircraft Carrier LANT
29D1 Destroyer LANT (DO 931/945 Class)
29E1 Destroyer LANT (DO 963 Class)
29FI Guided Missile Destroyer LANT
29GI Guided Missile Frigate (LANT)
2911 Frigate LANT (FF 1098)
29J1 Frigate LANT {FF 1040/1051 Class)
29KI Frigate LANT {FF 1052/1077 Class)
29LI Frigate LANT (FF 1078/1097 Class)
29N1 Submarine LANT #SSN}
29Q Submarine LANT SSBN
29R1 Battleship Lant (2)
29AAl Guided Missile Frigate LANT (FFG 7)
29BB1 Guided Missile Destroyer (DDG 993)
31A1 Amphibious Command Ship LANT (2)
31B1 Amphibious Cargo Ship LANT
31GI Amphibious Transport Ship LANT
31H1 Amphibious Assault Ship LANT (2)
3111 Dock Landing Ship LANT
31Jl Dock Landing Ship LANT
31M1 Tank Landing Ship LANT
32AI Destroyer Tender LANT
32C1 Ammunition Ship LANT
32G1 Combat Store Ship LANT
32HI Fast Combat Support Ship LANT
32N1 Oiler LANT
32Q1 Replenishment Oiler LANT
32S1 Repair Ship LANT
32X1 Salvage Ship LANT
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32DDI Submarine Tender LANT
32EE1 Submarine Rescue Ship LANT
32KK Miscellaneous Command Ship
32QQI Salvage and Rescue Ship LANT
32TT Auxiliary Aircraft Landing Training Ship
42N1 A-r Anti-Submarine Squadron VS LANT
42PI Patrol Wing and Squadron LANT
42BB1 Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron HS LANT
42CCI Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron Light HSL LANT
C40 Monterey, Naples, Sigonella and Souda Bay only
FD2 Oceanographic Office - NAVOCEANO
FD3 Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center - FLENUMOCEANCEN
FD4 Oceanography Center - NAVEASTOCEANCEN
FD5 Oceanography Command Center - COMNAVOCEANCOM (Rota)

copy to:

21A2 CINCPACFLT
22A2 Fleet Commander PAC
24F Logistics Command
24H1 Fleet Training Command LANT
28A2 Carrier Group PAC (2)
29B2 Aircraft Carrier PAC (2)
29R2 Battleships PAC (2)
31A2 Amphibious Command Ship PAC (2)
31H2 Amphibious Assault Ship PAC (2)
FA2 Fleet Intelligence Center
FC14 Air Station NAVEUR
FDl Oceanography Command
USDAO France, Israel, Italy and Spain
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